Program Release Notes v2.0.11
On 5 August 2020, MilitaryChildCare.com (MCC) was upgraded to include several enhancements. The enhancements are
summarized in the table below. Additional details about each enhancement are included in subsequent sections of this
document if relevant.
Enhancement Area

Details

Household Profiles
set to “in process”
and reconfirm cycle
implemented

In order to collect the information needed to implement the pending DoD priority
change, two actions will be taken:
 First, all households will be set to in process if the family has not indicated
whether they are working full and part-time.
 Second, the system will be set to perform a reconfirm on August 5 for
households that have at least one active request and their Household Profile
has been set to in process.
As a result, families with active requests who also have a status of working will be
required to update their household to provide their working status (e.g., full or parttime). If no action is taken, their active requests for care will be cancelled.

School Age Care 2020
Options

Given the impact of COVID 19 on program and school operations, School Age Care
programs may need to setup and manage a flexible school day schedule in
MilitaryChildCare.com (MCC). As a result, MCC will be modified to include an
additional care offering titled Alternative School Day Care.
See https://www.mcccentral.com/iF6 for the handout, which describes when and how
to use this care offering.
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Household Profiles Set to In Process
In order to collect the information needed to implement the pending DoD priority change, Household Profiles with
sponsors who have not indicated they are working on a full or part-time basis will be set to in process.
1. When a family logs into MCC and their Household profile is set to in process, they will see a reminder on the Time
Sensitive Actions section to provide additional Household Profile information.
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2. Families with in process households will not be able to search for care, access their My Child Care page, or reconfirm
their requests until their Household Profile has been updated. However, families with in process households will be
able to accept or decline offers from their dashboard under the Time-Sensitive actions section.
3. Once a family completes their Household Profile, a reminder message will appear if they have other actions to
complete (such as reconfirm requests).

Reconfirm Cycle
Families with households set to in process who also have active requests for care will be required to update their
household profile and also reconfirm their requests. This one-time special reconfirm will include all care types except for
summer camp, including care types and situations that are typically not eligible for reconfirm, such as Seasonal Camps
and families with Projected requests.
Families with households set to in process who do not have active requests for care will be required to update their
household profile before they can search for and place a new request.
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